1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

The 6--12 month period in infant development has not been well characterized by fcMRI. Here, we asked whether fcMRI data from 6 and 12 month-old infants contain sufficient information to support age classification after rigorous motion artifact rejection. Many sophisticated cognitive and social capacities begin to consolidate during the latter half of the first year of human life, which is characterized by the emergence of joint attention ([@bib0235]), specialization of face identity discrimination ([@bib0195]) and phoneme specification ([@bib0160]), the emergence of perceptual binding ([@bib0025]), and perhaps the emergence of perceptual consciousness ([@bib0155]). Additionally, increasing motor control and mobility (e.g., active crawling and walking, assisted and unassisted) alter the perspective by which an infant explores and accesses the world during this period. The magnitude and multifaceted nature of typical developmental changes across 6--12 months, therefore, lead us to predict significant and widespread differences in brain functional connectivity across these ages.

Typical and atypical developmental processes are hypothesized to relate to the developmental reorganization of large-scale functional brain networks that support various sensory, motor, and cognitive functions ([@bib0145]). Functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging (fcMRI) has shown great promise for characterizing these networks ([@bib0210], [@bib0280]). Prior infant fcMRI studies (reviewed in [@bib0130]) have primarily covered the 0--24 month time period. These studies have demonstrated the presence of resting state functional connectivity networks at birth during natural sleep ([@bib0075]); effects of prematurity ([@bib0045], [@bib0245]); and functional architectural changes from two weeks to one year to two years ([@bib0170]), with a focus on the default mode network ([@bib0100]). Investigators have studied changing functional network properties from three weeks to one year to two years, including small world and efficiency metrics and the characterizations of network hubs ([@bib0090]; see [@bib0070] for analyses of "hubs" at birth) and the development of interactions between different networks ([@bib0095]). Some investigators have reported increasing long- /decreasing short-range functional connectivity, with increased default mode network connectivity between four and nine months ([@bib0030]).

The 6--12-month period is important for typical development and, we believe, for the development of autism spectrum disorder (ASD), and investigators have only recently begun to characterize it in detail using fcMRI ([@bib0085]). During this time, gaze following and social referencing consolidate; imitative learning emerges; infants initiate the use of communicative gestures; and social interactions shift from dyadic to triadic (person--person--object). The 6--12-month period, referred to as a "social-cognitive revolution" ([@bib0250], p. 38), sets the stage for a host of increasingly sophisticated social behaviors. It is, therefore, important to learn more about which brain functional connections allow for classification of age across this developmental period. Prior results in older subjects supporting hypotheses of developmental change in large-scale functional brain networks have recently been called into question because of increasing appreciation of the age-mimicking, artifactual effects that sub-millimeter movements create in fcMRI data from older subjects ([@bib0205], [@bib0215], [@bib0230], [@bib0260]). In this report we use "state of the art" frame-censoring motion artifact rejection procedures ([@bib0215]).

We examined fcMRI network changes between 6 and 12 months of age in 92 infants of whom 36 infants had both 6 and 12 month scans (128 total datasets). The current fMRI data preprocessing strategy incorporates several recent advances that minimize the impact of head motion artifact more effectively than in prior studies. We employ support vector machine (SVM) ([@bib0010]) multivariate pattern classification to (1) exploit the information content of fcMRI data, which intrinsically is of high dimension, (2) explore which connections contribute to significant classifications, and (3) lay the foundation for developing predictive classifiers to aid early risk assessment in ASD. fcMRI data acquired from naturally sleeping infants were processed according to recent analytic and motion cleaning recommendations ([@bib0215]), with infant-specific adaptations to initial registration and nuisance regression steps. fcMRI matrices were constructed using 230 functionally defined seed regions (culled from 264 in [@bib0210] plus 16 additionally derived from [@bib0200]) that were appropriately positioned in gray matter at both ages. Support vector machine (SVM) methods involved recent adaptations of those used by some of the authors ([@bib0050]).

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

The high- and low-risk infant groups, defined below (Section [2.1](#sec0015){ref-type="sec"}), provided independent samples within which to test SVM classification of infant age. Secondary analyses explored classification of risk (not diagnosis) at each age. These results were not significant; therefore, we combined risk groups for further tests of age classification.

2.1. Inclusion criteria {#sec0015}
-----------------------

A high-familial-risk-for-ASD and low-familial-risk-for-ASD cohort of infants was recruited for this study as part of a National Institutes of Health-funded, multi-site, Autism Centers of Excellence (ACE) Network study: the Infant Brain Imaging Study (IBIS). Subjects were excluded for comorbid medical or neurological diagnoses influencing growth, development, or cognition; prior genetic conditions; premature birth or low birth weight; maternal substance abuse during pregnancy; contraindication for MRI; or familial history of psychosis, schizophrenia, or bipolar disorder ([@bib0060], [@bib0275]). High-risk infants were defined as having at least one sibling with an ASD diagnosis. Low-risk infants had at least one typically developing older sibling and did not have any first or second degree family members with ASD or intellectual disability. 6-Month-old infants were included if their age at scan acquisition was between 5.5 and 8.6 months (mean ± SD = 6.5 ± 0.6). 12-Month-old infants were included if their scan age was between 11.0 and 13.8 months (12.5 ± 0.4).

All subjects included in these analyses participated in a comprehensive battery of behavioral assessments and received an Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS: [@bib0175]) at 24 months of age. ADOSs and all other testing and interview data were independently reviewed by expert clinicians for DSM-IV-TR ([@bib0005]) criteria for autistic disorder or pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified. This paper focuses on data from infants who, at 24 months of age, did *not* meet criteria for ASD according to the ADOS ([@bib0110]) and clinical best estimate using DSM-IV-TR criteria.[2](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"}

2.2. Demographics {#sec0020}
-----------------

Four cohorts were defined: 6-month low-risk, 12-month low-risk, 6-month high-risk, and 12-month high-risk (*n* = 32 datasets per group; *n* = 128 total datasets from 92 unique infants, 36 of whom were scanned at both ages). These groups of 32 were pseudorandomly selected from *n* = 164 total (6- and 12-month ASD-negative subject) datasets that met our fcMRI quality control criteria and IBIS Network behavioral and structural MRI inclusion criteria. This procedure ensured balanced SVM runs, as *n* = 32 matched the minimum group size (12-month low-risk). The resulting high-risk-ASD-negative and low-risk control groups did not differ by age, sex, or scan site (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}). Mean ADOS severity scores ([@bib0105]) did not differ significantly across age groups and only trended for significance across risk groups (see [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}, where the multiple comparisons corrected critical *p* = 0.025).Table 1Subject age.Age groupHigh risk mean ageHigh risk age SDLow risk mean ageLow risk age SD*dftp*6 months6.600.7206.360.480621.030.30712 months12.60.36012.50.360621.140.258All9.583.089.453.091260.2370.813Table 2Breakdown by sex and site.6 months12 monthsTotalChi-squareAsymp. sig.*Sex*Male433982Female212546Total64641280.540.46  *Scan location*PHI8816SEA81119STL353368UNC131225Total64641280.570.90Table 3ADOS severity score at 24 months by age and risk.RiskAgeADOS severity score*dftp*MeanSDHigh risk6 months1.60.962−0.510.5812 months1.71.7  Low risk6 months1.30.762−0.320.5812 months1.40.9AgeRiskADOS severity score*dftp*MeanSD6 monthsHigh risk1.60.9621.360.030Low risk1.30.7  12 monthsHigh risk1.71.0621.450.075Low risk1.40.9

2.3. Image acquisition {#sec0025}
----------------------

All scans were acquired at IBIS Network clinical sites using identical 3-T Siemens TIM Trio scanners (Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, PA) equipped with standard 12-channel head coils. Infants were naturally sleeping. The IBIS imaging protocol includes T1-weighted (T1W) and T2W anatomical imaging, 25-direction DTI and 65-direction HARDI DWI diffusion sequences, and resting state fcMRI ([@bib0275]). This study made use of the 3-D sagittal T2W sequence (TE = 497 ms, TR = 3200 ms, matrix 256 × 256 × 160, 1 mm^3^ voxels). Functional images were collected as a gradient-echo echo planar image (EPI) (TE = 27 ms, TR = 2500 ms, voxel size 4 mm × 4 mm × 4 mm, flip angle 90°, field of view 256 mm, matrix 64 × 64, bandwidth 1906 Hz). All presently analyzed infants (except two, see below) provided at least two fMRI runs, each run comprising 130 temporally contiguous frames (5.4 min).

2.4. fMRI preprocessing {#sec0030}
-----------------------

Initial fMRI data preprocessing followed previously described procedures ([@bib0245]). Briefly, these procedures included (i) compensation for slice dependent time shifts using sinc interpolation, (ii) correction of systematic odd-even slice intensity differences caused by interleaved acquisition, and (iii) spatial realignment to compensate for head motion within and across fMRI runs. The fMRI data were intensity scaled (one multiplicative constant over all voxels and frames) to obtain a whole brain mode value of 1000 ([@bib0185]). Such scaling facilitates the computation of variance measures for purposes of quality assessment but does not alter computed correlations.

Atlas registration of the functional data was achieved by a sequence of affine transforms (fMRI average volume → T2W → atlas-representative target). In the present primary analyses, age specific (6 and 12 month) atlas-representative targets ([@bib0065]) were used to account for shape differences across developmental age categories. Additional, control analyses, performed to exclude age-dependent biases, used a combined 6 + 12 month target generated as previously described ([@bib0015]). The T2W was registered to the atlas representative template by 12-parameter affine transformation, optimizing a conventional spatial correlation, measure "NCC" (Pearson product-moment cross-correlation) in [@bib0135]. Subjects in which the optimized T2W → atlas voxel similarity measure fell below the 4th percentile were excluded from further analysis. Similarly, subjects with unreliable fMRI → T2W registration (*η* \< 0.35; [@bib0225]) were excluded from further analysis. Following fMRI → T2W → atlas transform composition, the volumetric time series were resampled in atlas space (3 mm^3^ voxels) including correction for head movement in a single resampling step. Each atlas-transformed functional dataset was visually inspected in sagittal, transverse, and coronal views to exclude potential errors not otherwise identified.

2.5. Definition of regions of "non-interest" in atlas space {#sec0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Owing to the tissue contrast properties at younger ages, automatic segmentation of infant structural images is extremely challenging ([@bib0125]). Therefore, white matter and CSF regions were manually defined in atlas-transformed T1-weighted images representing 15 subjects in each age group. These regions were eroded using a 2.5 mm Gaussian blurring kernel to reduce the risk of encroaching on gray matter. The intersection over each age group was computed to create white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (lateral ventricle) regions. These regions were used to extract nuisance regressors during fcMRI preprocessing (see Section [2.7](#sec0045){ref-type="sec"}).

2.6. Frame censoring {#sec0040}
--------------------

Head motion, even of sub-millimeter magnitude, has been identified as a non-physiological source of spurious variance in resting-state fMRI data ([@bib0205], [@bib0230], [@bib0260]). The present data therefore were subjected to frame censoring based on the frame-to-frame displacement (FD) measure ([@bib0215]). The FD measure is calculated from the realignment parameters by converting rotational estimates to displacements on a sphere of 50 mm radius, and then differentiating the 6 motion estimates (*X*, *Y*, *Z*, pitch, yaw, roll) and summing their absolute values. Frames with FD \> 0.2 mm were marked for censoring. Temporally isolated (fewer than 5 contiguous) FD \< 0.2 mm frames were also censored. fMRI runs with fewer than 30 uncensored frames were discarded. To control for potential biases attributable to the amount of data per cohort, the first 150 non-censored (retained) fMRI frames were used for correlation analysis in each subject. All subjects had 110 frames censored, except two in the 12-month low-risk group: one with 107 frames censored out of 257 acquired (yielding 150 used frames), and one with 51 frames censored out of 201 acquired (yielding 150 used frames). Pre- and post-scrubbing mean frame displacement values are reported in Supplementary Table 4.

Supplementary Table 4 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003](10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003){#intr0005}.

Supplementary Table 4Mean frame displacement by age and risk.

2.7. fcMRI preprocessing {#sec0045}
------------------------

Further preprocessing in preparation for computation of ROI timeseries correlations followed procedures detailed in [@bib0215]. The data were voxelwise demeaned and detrended within runs, ignoring censored frames. Nuisance waveforms then were voxelwise regressed from the data, ignoring censored frames. Nuisance regressors included (i) three translation (*X*, *Y*, *Z*) and three rotation (Pitch, Yaw, Roll) timeseries derived by retrospective head motion correction, together with expansion terms (24 total motion regressors) ([@bib0080]), and (ii) time series derived from regions of non-interest (whole brain, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid) and their 1st derivatives. Following nuisance regression, data in frames marked for censoring were replaced by interpolated values computed by least-squares spectral analysis ([@bib0180], [@bib0215]). Please see Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 for information about the number of frames over which interpolation was implemented. Interpolated data were not included in the generation of correlation values, only for bandpass filtering. The fMRI data then were temporally filtered to retain frequencies in the 0.009 Hz \< *f* \< 0.08 Hz band. As a last step, the data were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (6 mm FWHM in each direction).

Supplementary Tables 5 and 6 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003](10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003){#intr0010}.

Supplementary Table 5Number of censored frames interpolated by age and risk. Supplementary Table 6Maximum number of contiguous censored frames interpolated by age and risk.

2.8. Definition of ROIs and correlation computation {#sec0050}
---------------------------------------------------

Regions of interest (ROIs: *n* = 280) were defined from a combination of meta-analyses of autism studies ([@bib0200]) and of task data and cortical functional areal parcellations ([@bib0020]) obtained in typical subjects (see [@bib0210]). Three viewers (including authors SK and SH) inspected seed placements in age-specific atlas templates. 50 ROIs were partially outside the whole brain mask or showed differences in gray matter coverage at different ages. These ROIs were removed leaving 230 usable ROIs (218 from [@bib0210], 12 from [@bib0200]). Pairwise Pearson correlation values were generated from the average timecourse of voxels wholly contained by each 10 mm diameter spherical seed ROI. ROI sphere centers are reported (see Supplementary Table 1) in MNI152 space.

Supplementary Table 1 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003](10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003){#intr0015}.

Supplementary Table 1230 ROIs selected for analysis (coordinates in MNI152 space).

2.9. Support vector machine (SVM) classification {#sec0055}
------------------------------------------------

Support vector machine (SVM) methods ([@bib0010], [@bib0240]) involved recent adaptations of those used by some of the authors ([@bib0050]). SVM steps included *t*-test filtering to 200 features, linear kernel, soft margin separation, and leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV; see [@bib0150]) (within group). SVM-related computations were carried out using the Spider Matlab Machine Learning Toolbox (<http://www.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de/de/bs/people/spider>) implemented in MATLAB 7.8.0 (R2009a; The Mathworks, Natick, MA), as well as with functions available as part of the MATLAB Bioinformatics, Curve-fitting, and Statistics Toolboxes, and in-house MATLAB code.

Each (Fisher *z*-transformed) pairwise correlation was defined as a feature for use by the classifier. 26,335 two-sided (not assuming equal variance) *t*-tests were performed in each LOOCV fold. Within each fold, features were ranked by absolute *t*-score in descending order (the subject tested by the trained machine was also left out of the *t*-test filtering for that LOOCV fold), with the top 200 retained for classification (as in [@bib0050]). Since every fold is unique, different feature combinations are possible. Features that were retained across folds were labeled as "consensus" features; e.g., those contained in 75% and 100% of the folds (75% and 100% consensus features) were used to construct our visualizations using CARET 5.65 ([@bib0265]).

2.10. Cross-site quality control of fMRI data {#sec0060}
---------------------------------------------

Multi-site studies may be affected by site-dependent differences in fMRI data quality (see, e.g., [@bib0255]). To assess this question, the voxelwise temporal standard deviation over retained frames was averaged over the whole brain and plotted against mean FD (defined above) for each dataset (Supplementary Fig. 1). Inspection of these results revealed no evidence of clustering/separation of the data by site.

Supplementary Fig. 1 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003](10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003){#intr0025}.

Supplementary Fig. 1Quality assurance measures before and after fcMRI preprocessing. Age is displayed by column. Row 1 shows the relationship between mean frame displacement (FD) and mean standard deviation (SD) prior to fcMRI preprocessing. Importantly, there is no visible clustering by site. Row 2 shows mean standard deviation post frame censoring and nuisance regression. Subjects are now clustered together without noticeable signal variance or frame displacement variance.

2.11. Reporting of results {#sec0065}
--------------------------

We report classifier accuracies, sensitivities, specificities, and *p*-values for binomial probabilities. For within-age analyses, sensitivity is defined as the percent of correctly classified as high-risk within all truly high-risk infants, and specificity as the percent of correctly classified participants as low-risk within all low-risk infants. For within-risk analyses, sensitivity is defined as the percent of correctly classified 12-month-olds within all truly 12-month-old infants, and specificity as the percent of correctly classified participants as 6-month-olds within all 6-month-old infants. *Training the SVMs within different groups also allowed us to test the classifiers' generalizations to data not trained on.* For example, LOOCV training for age classification on the low-risk data generates 64 SVMs (one for each LOOCV fold for the *n* = 64 datasets). Each high-risk dataset can then be tested on each of the low-risk-trained SVMs, and age classification accuracy would then be the average of these tests.

3. Results {#sec0070}
==========

3.1. SVM classifies age {#sec0075}
-----------------------

The low- and high-risk groups provided independent samples for testing the classification of age based on fcMRI matrices, alone. SVMs classified 6- versus 12-month-old infants: low-risk -- accuracy = 81.3%, sensitivity = 78.1%, specificity = 84.4%, *p* = 5.03e−08; and high-risk -- accuracy = 75%, sensitivity = 81.3%, specificity = 68.8%, *p* = 1.22e−05. Control tests accounted for a number of possible alternative interpretations (see Section [3.3](#sec0085){ref-type="sec"}). The high- and low-risk-trained age-classifying SVMs only shared four common 100% consensus features and eight common 75% consensus features. [Fig. 1](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the eight shared 75% consensus features (Supplementary Table 2) and their involved regions/nodes for age classification of the high-risk and low-risk data. The visualizations show contributions to accurate classification from functional connections between regions of interest (ROIs) which *in adults* would populate default mode, visual, body and face somatomotor, dorsal attention, and fronto-parietal networks. To assess further the importance of these eight shared 75% consensus features, we ran SVM for age classification in each risk group with only the subjects' eight corresponding functional connections. Classification accuracy was still high: low-risk -- accuracy = 78.1%, sensitivity = 75%, specificity = 81.3%, *p* = 9.40e−07; and high-risk -- accuracy = 87.5%, sensitivity = 93.8%, specificity = 81.3%, *p* = 3.82e−11. To explore potential degradation in SVM performance upon elimination of these eight features, we ran SVM for age classification in each risk group with the subjects' eight corresponding functional connections eliminated from potential entry into the *t*-test filtering step (200 features retained). Performance remained comparable: low-risk -- accuracy = 79.7%, sensitivity = 78.1%, specificity = 81.3%, *p* = 2.28e−07; and high-risk -- accuracy = 76.6%, sensitivity = 81.3%, specificity = 71.9%, *p* = 3.53e−06.Fig. 175% consensus features shared across risk group-specific SVMs. Lines represent features: green for functional connections that, when stronger, contribute to a classification of 12 months -- and orange for functional connections that, when stronger, contribute to a classification of 6 months. Only 75% consensus (across cross-validation folds) features which are common to both the low- and high-risk-trained age-classifying SVMs are shown. Spheres represent involved nodes/seed regions. Node colors are the same as are assigned to adult networks in [@bib0210].

Supplementary Table 2 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003](10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003){#intr0030}.

Supplementary Table 275% consensus features shared across risk group-specific SVMs.

3.2. Cross-group generalization and combined group analyses {#sec0080}
-----------------------------------------------------------

SVMs could not classify *familial risk* for ASD at either age (again, all infants are ASD-negative): 6-month -- accuracy for risk = 56.3%, sensitivity = 50%, specificity = 62.5%, *p* = 0.130; and 12-month -- accuracy for risk = 57.8%, sensitivity = 53.1%, specificity = 62.5%, *p* = 0.084. Therefore, to test generalization of the age classification, we tested data from the high-risk infants with the low-risk-group-trained SVMs (i.e., with data they never trained on) and vice versa. As each classifier used a LOOCV method, there were a total of 64 SVMs for each risk group. Applying the high-risk-group-trained age-classifying SVMs to data from the low-risk infants resulted in an average accuracy of 88.2 ± 3.52% (mean ± SEM) (range 0--100%). The low-risk-group-trained age classifiers applied to the data from the high-risk infants gave a similar accuracy of 85.2 ± 3.67% (range 0--100%).

Because SVM was unable to classify risk at each age, groups were then collapsed across risk, resulting in two larger groups for classifying age (*n* = 128 total datasets; *n* = 64 datasets/group). Here, SVM classification of 6- versus 12-month-olds was = 89.8% accurate, sensitivity = 92.2%, specificity = 87.5%, *p* \< 2.2251e−308. The 100% consensus features for the classification vector for this run is visualized in [Fig. 2](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} (see also Supplementary Table 3), which illustrates contributions to classification accuracy from 146 functional connections between ROIs which *in adults* would populate 12 of the 14 networks from [@bib0210] and also two ROIs taken from an ASD functional imaging activation likelihood estimation meta-analysis ([@bib0200]). The mean Euclidean distance for 12-month-contributing features (green lines) is 72.8 ± 4.0 mm in stereotaxic space, and that for the 6-month-contributing features (orange lines) is 65.9 ± 3.2 mm \[*t*(122.260[3](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} ) = −1.331; *p* = 0.186\].Fig. 2The classification vector from the *n* = 128 run. Format is the same as in [Fig. 1](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}. Here, only 100% consensus (across all cross-validation folds) features are shown. Node colors are the same as are assigned to adult networks in [@bib0210]; ASD ALE nodes are from [@bib0200].

Supplementary Table 3 related to this article can be found, in the online version, at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003](10.1016/j.dcn.2015.01.003){#intr0035}.

Supplementary Table 3146 100% consensus features from the 128 dataset LOOCV folds.

Finally, to test the stability of the eight shared 75% consensus features reported in Section [3.1](#sec0075){ref-type="sec"}, we also performed a 1000 iteration, leave-64-out-cross-validation procedure (that did not regard high-risk and low-risk groupings) using the *n* = 128 dataset. In this analysis, five of the eight shared 75% consensus features, for age classification across risk groups, were present 75% or more of the time, plus one new feature (these six features, and percent of iterations retained for all nine, are indicated in Supplementary Table 2).

3.3. Control analyses {#sec0085}
---------------------

### 3.3.1. Cross-sectional versus longitudinal data {#sec0090}

To account for potential effects on SVM accuracy resulting from our mixed cross-sectional and longitudinal data, we created two completely cross-sectional groups of 6- and 12-month subjects (pooling across risk) and reran our analysis using the same parameters previously used for all other comparisons. In this analysis (*n* = 44/group: largest n allowing a balanced SVM run with no subjects represented at both ages), SVM classification of 6 versus 12 months was 87.5% accurate, sensitivity = 86.4%, specificity = 88.6%, *p* = 1.665e−14.

### 3.3.2. Age-specific versus combined atlas-representative templates {#sec0095}

To determine if the classification of age was influenced by registration to age-specific target representative atlas templates, SVM analyses were repeated using the same data registered to a single, cross-age atlas (see Section [2.4](#sec0030){ref-type="sec"}). SVM categorization was similar to that for the target-age atlas processed data. SVMs classified 6- versus 12-month-old infants: (*n* = 32 datasets/group) low-risk -- accuracy = 89.1%, sensitivity = 87.5%, specificity = 90.6%, *p* = 4.51e−12; high-risk -- accuracy = 84.4%, sensitivity = 87.5%, specificity 81.3%, *p* = 1.77e−09. For cross-age atlas processed data, SVM could not distinguish risk within age (6-month accuracy 43.8%, *p* = 0.809; 12-month accuracy 59.4%, *p* = 0.052). As above (Section [3.2](#sec0080){ref-type="sec"}), because SVM was unable to classify risk, we combined high and low risk together. For SVM on that data (classifying age) (*n* = 128), accuracy = 88.3%, sensitivity = 87.5%, specificity = 89.1%, *p* \< 2.2251e−308.

### 3.3.3. Age-dependent differences in volume of gray matter contained in seed ROIs {#sec0100}

All present fcMRI analyses were conducted on atlas-transformed data. Therefore, each ROI encompassed less absolute volume in the younger cohort. To account for potential effects of differential stretch into atlas space across age, we conducted another analysis that controlled for ROI sphere size and blurring kernel size effects on the 6- and 12-month data. For this analysis, we shrank the 12 month ROIs and blurring kernel by the inverse of the 6-month stretch factor to equate ROI size (for 12 month data 10 mm diameter is now 8.33 mm) and blur (6 mm is now 5 mm FWHM isotropic blurring kernel) in cohort native space. SVM (*n* = 128 datasets) still classified 6- versus 12-month-old infants with accuracy = 94.5%, sensitivity = 93.8%, specificity = 95.3%, *p* \< 2.2251e−308.

4. Discussion {#sec0105}
=============

The second half of the first year of life is a time of radical motor, cognitive, linguistic, and social development ([@bib0025], [@bib0155], [@bib0160], [@bib0195], [@bib0250]) and a potentially critical time in the development of ASD ([@bib0285]). Our primary finding is that, after rigorous motion cleaning of the fcMRI data from this unique sample of infants, there is information sufficient to categorize subject age across this special period in infant development. Given recent concerns about fcMRI motion artifact effects ([@bib0205], [@bib0215], [@bib0230], [@bib0260]), our results provide a critical extension of prior infant fcMRI findings (e.g., [@bib0030], [@bib0095], and see [@bib0130] for review). Here, data have been processed according to most recent frame-censoring, motion artifact rejection procedures ([@bib0215]). The non-ASD low- and high-risk groups allowed us to explore generalization of our age classification results.

Interrogation of the most different correlations used for SVM provides two differing interpretations about the functional connections important for 6--12 month age classification. One might argue that only the functional connections supporting age classification which are common across separate samples (our risk groups) are truly important (i.e., the small number of connections that are strongly and consistently related to age classification). Alternatively, it may be argued that the power of SVM rests in its ability to leverage widely distributed but potentially less robust information (e.g., a much larger number of connections that are, individually, only weakly associated with age classification). These two considerations prompted us to explore: (a) SVM consensus features which are common across the age classifiers trained on the low- versus high-risk infant fcMRI matrices, and (b) consensus features from LOOCV training for age classification for the 128 datasets combined across risk. There were (only) eight common 75% consensus features for age classifiers trained in the different risk groups. Our leave-half-out-cross-validation run on the *n* = 128 dataset generally validated the stability of these eight features, as five of eight -- plus one new feature -- survived in 75% or more of the iterations (and the three that did not survive were present in 62%, 71%, and 72% of the iterations). These eight features may be particularly important because they are present in most of the LOOCV folds for SVMs trained on age with both high-risk and with low-risk data (effectively, a single iteration of a leave-half-out-cross-validation based on diagnostic grouping). These eight functional connections, alone, drove comparably accurate SVM classifications of age within each risk group. However, SVM performance did not degrade measurably with removal of these connections. When pooling across risk groups, the 100% consensus features for the 128 dataset analysis include 146 functional connections between ROIs which *in adults* would populate a majority of the networks from [@bib0210] plus ROIs from an ASD functional imaging meta-analysis ([@bib0200]). Thus, a small number of features may be sufficient for 6--12 month age classification in these infants, but there also remains widely distributed -- spatially and in terms of the number of involved networks -- information for age classification. The latter observation has face validity given the degree of motor, language, cognitive, and social developmental change over the 6--12 month time period. For example, involvement of somatomotor ROIs in our classifications may relate to developmental changes associated with the transition from crawling to walking. We chose to represent SVM consensus features in Figs. 1 and 2 without relative weighting to avoid potential over-interpretation of the biological significance of the extracted SVM weights ([@bib0120]). The visualized features, however, were derived from consensus across *t*-test filtering, which *does* support their biological significance.

Other investigators have reported default mode network changes in infancy ([@bib0030], [@bib0100], [@bib0095]), and we note 29 involved default mode ROIs in our 100% consensus feature set (23 would be expected by chance, alone, based on 50 default mode ROIs of the 230 used at input, and 108 represented in the 146 consensus features). Importantly, our work is unique in starting from functionally defined seeds, which we believe is critical for the proper interpretation of function network analysis results ([@bib0270]). The choice of such seeds enables demonstration of the additional importance of cingulo-opercular, dorsal attention, fronto-parietal, salience, body somatomotor, and visual networks, each of which are represented by more than 5 ROIs, for 6- versus 12-month age classification. Our demonstration of the involvement of default mode and dorsal attention network nodes in 6--12 month age classification (Supplementary Table 3) is important, given the recent report of strengthening default mode intra-network connectivity, and the development of anti-correlation between default mode and dorsal attention ROIs from birth to 12 months (see [@bib0095]). Though not exclusive, the 100% consensus features for the *n* = 128 dataset SVM run show a qualitative pattern whereby stronger functional connectivity for anterior--posterior functional connections contributes more to classification of 12 months, and that in posterior, left--right functional connections contribute more to classification of 6 months. These observations have superficial consistency with extant knowledge about patterns of white matter development in the first year of life. Investigators have described a sequence of myelination beginning in the cerebellum, pons, and internal capsule and advancing cranially to the optic radiations and splenium of the corpus callosum by approximately five months, following about a month later in the occipital and parietal lobes, and involving the frontal and temporal lobes and the genu of the corpus callosum after approximately eight months (e.g., [@bib0040]). Elison and colleagues recently reported unique associations between visual orienting latencies and the microstructure of the splenium of the corpus callosum in 7-month-old low-risk infants ([@bib0060]), and a correlation between fractional anisotropy in the right uncinate fasciculus at 6 months and the infants' response to joint attention bids at 9 months ([@bib0055]). Although patterns of anatomical and functional connectivity are not the same, they are related ([@bib0035], [@bib0115], [@bib0140]). Our forthcoming work includes fcMRI-diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) comparisons, which may reveal functional correlates for the above, recently published IBIS Network DTI findings.

Accumulating evidence suggests the 6--12 month period is a time when some of the defining behaviors of ASD begin to unfold ([@bib0285]). Our ASD-negative samples (high- and low-risk) allowed us to attempt SVM classification of familial risk for ASD. *For the reasons outlined below, this exercise had the primary purpose of generating a negative contrasting result that sets an important lower-bound against which to reference our positive age results.* Our present failure to classify accurately familial risk for ASD in no way precludes the possibility of an ASD functional connectivity endophenotype. The high-risk-ASD-negative group is expected to be a highly heterogeneous sample (and it is being characterized elsewhere by our group), with many infants developing typically, some developing sub-threshold ASD symptoms ([@bib0190]), and others showing language and motor delays ([@bib0165]). A future clinical objective for our ongoing studies is to attempt ASD-positive (having the diagnosis) versus low- and high-risk-ASD-negative classifications to learn more about potentially discriminative features and to aid early risk assessment. Our present success with age-classification provides encouragement. We would have great concern about predictively classifying ASD versus typical development based on fcMRI data were we not able to classify infants on the basis of age at 6 versus 12 months. We await larger numbers of ASD-positive subjects in our on-going longitudinal studies to increase our power and to allow for future analyses focusing on sub-groups within the high-risk-ASD-negative sample.

One limitation of the present work is that there were not enough females (*n* = 21 at 6 and *n* = 25 at 12 months) to attempt SVM classification of sex. We employed a current frame-censoring approach for fcMRI motion censoring, and we considered the potential effects of differing atlas-target intermediaries and age-related stretches into analysis space. Although we have done what we can to minimize potential spurious differences, it is still possible that remaining systematic registration or image contrast differences may contribute to 6--12 month age classification. All structural image registration was accomplished using affine methodology. One advantage of this approach is that transform composition and inversion both are algebraically straightforward. Non-linear transformation can achieve a more precise atlas registration but is computationally less stable. It should be kept in mind that the BOLD fMRI data were acquired at 4 mm^3^ voxel resolution and that susceptibility inhomogeneity-related EPI distortions were not corrected. Accordingly, the atlas transformation imprecision attributable to affine methodology arguably is not the greatest source of error. The issue of affine versus non-linear registration would be scientifically important if we were claiming to have defined the limits of SVM-based age classification, but we are not. The methodology as a whole is adequate to support our claims. The potential effects of using functionally defined ROIs from older subjects are also difficult to evaluate, presently. We are working to adapt recent advances in functional areal parcellation ([@bib0020]) for infant fcMRI to generate infant-derived functional ROIs for future analyses. Finally, the infants were naturally sleeping during fcMRI acquisitions. Without simultaneous EEG, we can only assume that potential differences in sleep state across age did not contribute to our results. However, the percent of total sleep spent in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep decreases with development, along with other changes in sleep architecture ([@bib0220]). Future studies will address questions about sleep-related effects on infant fcMRI data. Ongoing acquisitions will increase our sample size so that we will be able to make ASD-positive versus ASD-negative comparisons.

In conclusion, we brought a multivariate pattern classification approach to network-based fcMRI data from a large and unique infant study sample, processed with current motion correction procedures. Our age classification results demonstrate significant change in the structure of large-scale functional brain networks over a 6-month period of dramatic cognitive, motor, and social transformation in the first year of life -- a period which we suspect has great importance for understanding typical and atypical social-developmental trajectories ([@bib0055]). We built our fcMRI matrices from functionally defined nodes and explored the most different correlations used for SVM in two different ways in relationship to known adult network definitions. In our next analyses we will apply graph theory-based analytic approaches to characterize in more detail the structures and properties of these infant networks, which appear qualitatively different in structure from adult functional brain networks after similar post-processing procedures. Our results encourage further basic examinations of large-scale functional brain network development in infancy. This work also sets the stage for studies of fcMRI correlates for emerging ASD at 6--12 months in later born siblings of children with ASD.
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Two 6-month infants and four 12-month infants exceeded the ASD threshold on the ADOS but did not meet diagnostic criteria according to DSM-IV-TR checklist at 24 months and were included in the current study.

Adjustment for unequal variances.

[^1]: See [Appendix A](#sec0115){ref-type="sec"} for members of IBIS Network.
